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Qin Yuan’s heart ached when he saw that he had lost 20000 skill points in an 
instant. 

“I have to torture this group of people as much as I can.” 

Qin Yuan looked at the small green bottle in his hand and thought. 

Qin Yuan exited the system and looked at his watch. It was already past 
seven o’clock. 

So, he headed towards Zhou Qing’s dormitory. 

“Commander Qin, what are you doing here?” 

“Let’s go, old Zhou. Let’s go get a free meal.” 

“Free meal?” 

“Yes, come with me to get two bottles of good wine and make a trip to the 
headquarters.” 

“You can’t be thinking of…” 

“It’s exactly as you think. Ask the regiment commander to give us some 
bullets.” 

“I wonder if the regiment commander will approve it! Our logistics company…” 

“Just follow me,” 

After he finished speaking, Qin Yuan took two bottles of good wine and 
headed to the headquarters with Zhou Qing. 

At this time, Kang Lei, who had finished his military affairs, was preparing to 
return to the military dormitory. 

When he went out, he happened to see Qin Yuan and his partner who had 
come over. 



“Good day, regiment commander!” 

“Good day, regiment commander!” 

The two of them also happened to see their Captain, Kang Lei, coming out. 

“Yo! What are you two doing here? is there something wrong?” 

Kang Lei looked at the two people carrying things and smiled. 

“Regiment commander! We’ve just finished training! We haven’t seen you in a 
long time, so we’re here to have a few drinks with you!” Qin Yuan laughed. 

“Yup! Regiment commander, we just missed you!” Zhou Qing chimed in. 

“The two of you are still trying to be glib with me!” 

“Let’s go! Come back with me. ” 

“I’ll get Xiaowu to get some food from the cafeteria.” Kang Lei continued. 

“Hehe…” 

After saying that, the two of them followed Kang Lei to the commander’s 
residence. 

Kang Lei opened the door and Qin Yuan was greeted by the simple 
decorations. 

“Regiment commander! Your salary is probably quite high! Why are they still 
using such old furniture?” Zhou Qing was slightly surprised. 

“These things aren’t broken, so there’s no need to change them. Besides, I’m 
nostalgic!” 

“Qin Yuan, have you adapted well to the logistics company during this period 
of time?” 

“Regiment commander! It’s good.” 

“We’re already home. There’s no need to be so formal. Just treat it as your 
own home.” 

“Yes!” 

“I heard that after you joined the logistics company, those guys were trained 
by you until they were screaming!” 

“Regiment commander! I have to complete the mission you gave me with all 
my heart.” 

“Hahaha! Not bad, you’re capable!” 



“I’ll leave the logistics company to you. I’m looking forward to the surprises the 
logistics company will give me during this year’s exercise.” 

“I promise to complete the task.” 

“Alright!” 

At this moment, Xiaowu, who had gone to the cafeteria to get some food, 
came in with a few side dishes. 

“Alright! Let’s eat.” 

“If there’s anything, we can talk after dinner.” 

After saying that, the three of them gathered around the simple table. 

Qin Yuan also opened the wine he had brought and filled Kang Lei’s glass. 

The few of them talked and laughed. Gradually, after three rounds of wine, 
Qin Yuan also explained the purpose of this trip. 

“I understand what you’re saying.” 

“However, our Regiment is also short on ammunition.” 

“How about this!” 

“I’ll give your logistics company 10000 rounds of ammunition per month, as 
well as some other military supplies. What do you think?” 

“10000 rounds? That’s still too little.” 

On average, each soldier could only fire about six rounds a day. 

Qin Yuan wanted to improve the shooting skills of the entire logistics company 
within three months. 

That was far from enough. 

Qin Yuan looked at the regiment commander in front of him, who was a little 
drunk. 

He kept signaling Zhou Qing with his eyes. 

Seeing this, Zhou Qing quickly raised his glass and offered a toast. 

“Regiment commander! Come and drink more.” 

“Alright, I’m happy today. I’ll drink a few more glasses with you guys.” 

“Regiment commander! Do you see how our logistics company embarrasses 
you every year?” 



“Why is that so? We just don’t have enough training resources, do we?” 

“Look at the other companies, 9th company, 4th company, and the others, 
they get 50000 rounds per month, and that’s not including the other military 
supplies!” 

“You can’t be biased! After all, we’re your soldiers, aren’t we?” Zhou Qing 
quickly complained. 

The wine glasses in his hands clinked continuously. 

“Ws you know, they’re full companies, and you only have about 50 people. 
You don’t need so many bullets, do you?” 

“Regiment commander, you’re being biased!” 

“Alright! It’s done! Then I’ll give you another 10000 rounds.” 

At this time, Kang Lei was already drunk, and he was stammering. 

“Thank you, Regiment commander! I’ll drink up with this one from you. Do as 
you please.” 

Zhou Qing said happily. 

To him, 20000 was already the maximum he could afford. 

For the logistics company, 20000 rounds of ammunition per month was 
something he did not even dare to think about. 

If Qin Yuan had not brought him here, he would not have dared to bring it up. 

Qin Yuan then filled Kang Lei’s cup. 

Then, he began to toast cup after cup to the commander, Kang Lei. 

It didn’t take long for Kang Lei to be in a daze. 

He saw Qin Yuan take out an application approval from his pocket. 

Then, he said to commander Kang Lei, 

“Regiment commander! You see, you want me to take charge of the logistics 
department.” 

“I’ve never had any complaints, nor have I made any requests of you!” 

“You were the one who sent me over, so you should at least let me bring 
some gifts to the logistics department!” 

“Otherwise, I’ll be too embarrassed to face the soldiers from the logistics 
company, won’t I?” 



After Qin Yuan finished speaking, he looked at commander Kang Lei with 
eager eyes. 

“Yes! Qin Yuan, if you have any requests, just tell me and I’ll approve it for 
you!” 

“Regiment commander, I have a list of military supplies. Please sign it.” 

“Alright!” 

Kang Lei picked up the pen and signed it for Qin Yuan without thinking. He 
didn’t even look at the contents. 

Numbed by the alcohol, he didn’t think much of it. It was just some military 
supplies! He could still afford it. 

Seeing Kang Lei sign his name, Qin Yuan’s heart was filled with joy. 

He had learned from Fan Tianlei in a TV series. Kang Lei loved wine and was 
very generous when he drank too much. 

Fan Tianlei used this method to poach He Chenguang! 

Qin Yuan and the other two looked at the drunk Kang Lei and helped him into 
his room to rest. 

After cleaning up, the two of them closed the door and went downstairs. 

“Commander! What kind of list was it?” 

Zhou Qing was also puzzled. It wasn’t appropriate for him to ask about it just 
now. 

He saw Qin Yuan hand over the document. 

Zhou Qing took it and began reading. 

“What?” Zhou Qing exclaimed in shock. 

“Lower your voice!” 

“No! The company commander… This, this, this…” 

“15 type 88 sniper rifles, 50000 rounds of sniper bullets.” 

“50 brand new type 95 assault rifles, 300000 rounds of bullets.” 

“10000 tactical grenades and 50 individual combat equipment.” 

“Special dagger… A tactical mine… Rocket launcher…” 

“Captain, this is almost as good as the weapons of the Special Forces.” 



Zhou Qing was extremely shocked and did not come back to his senses for a 
long time. 

“Lower your voice and quickly take the approval to the Army supplies 
Department.” 

“It’d be too late when the commander wakes up, he’ll be so anxious that he’ll 
jump up.” 

Zhou Qing snapped back to his senses and followed closely behind Qin Yuan. 

 


